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Abstract

In this paper we propose a new subspace tracking algorithm based on the PASTd (Projection Approximation Subspace 

Tracking with deflation). The algorithm is obtained via introducing the variable forgetting factor which adapts itself to the 

time-varying subspace environments. The tracking capability of the proposed algorithm is demonstrated by computer 

simulations in an abruptly changing DOA scenario. The estimation results of the variable forgetting factor PASTd 

(VFF-PASTd) outperform those of the PASTd in the nonstationary case as well as in the stationary case.
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I. Introduction

High-resolution subspace methods have been studied by 

many researchers for DOA (Direction of Arrival) 

estimation with sensor array processing in sonar and radar 

field. Many situations of the DOA applications need to 

estimate the DOA of the fast time varying objects, e.g. fast 

moving targets or fast moving jammers. In these days, 

mobile antenna researchers also take interest in the problem 

for mobile users. Thus DOA in nonstationary environments 

has drawn attention in high-resolution array processing 

area. In the nonstationary environments it is necessary to 

recursively update the subspace. Many efficient updating 

algorithms categorized as subspace tracking, have been
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proposed and evaluated in [1],

One of the novel subspace tracking algorithms is the 

projection approximation subspace tracking with deflation 

(PASTd)[2]. The basic idea of the PASTd is that a 

prqj ection-like unconstrained criterion is approximated 

using an RLS-like algorithm for tracking the signal 

subspace. However the PASTd algorithm doesn't work well 

in fast time-varying environments or time varying and 

stationary mixed environments because it uses a fixed 

forgetting factor for subspace tracking.

This paper proposes a new algorithm for fast subspace 

tracking based on the PASTd. For the fast tracking this 

paper introduces the variable forgetting factor to the 

PASTd. Since the variable forgetting factor can effectively 

adj니st itself to the varying nonstationarity of subspace, it 

provides the performance improvement to the PASTd.
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II. Problem Formulation

Consider an array of M sensors on which K (M>K) 

incident narrowband point sources impinge. These source 

signals are assumed to be emitted by targets moving with 

arbitrary trajectories. At time t, the sample vector 

x( t) u CMx 1 of the sensor outputs can be written according 

to the model,

%(/) = A((9(/))s(Z) + n(讯 (1)

where s(f) s CKX1 is the vector of the complex 

envelopes of the target signals, w( f) w CMx 1 is an additive 

noise, A(急))= is the

matrix of the steering vectors "(0认分)，and 很、£、)、 

论=1,…，K is the DOA of target k measured with respect 

to the normal of the array [3].
In the subspace-based method, the DOA's are determined 

as the minimizing arguments of the cost function,

®) = /(而血， (2)

where fl is the orthogonal projector onto the noise sub

space. Classically, H is obtained via an off-line eigende- 

composition of the covariance matrix of the received data. 

The n can also be recursively obtained via the PASTd 

algorithm. The PASTd algorithm tracks time-varying sub

space with a single fixed forgetting factor. However, the 

tracking ability of the PASTd with the single fixed 

forgetting factor is not satisfactory for its practical use, 

because the fixed forgetting factor limits the traceable 

range of the nonstationarity of signal and it may increase 

the estimation variance even in stationary interval. In 

addition to that, the PASTd needs a priori knowledge of 

the signal nonstationarity to set the forgetting factor. In 

order to improve the tracking capability of the PASTd, this 

paper derives a method that estimates the subspace by 

adaptively adjusting the forgetting factor without a priori 

knowledge of the nonstationarity.

III. Projection Approximation Subspace 
Tracking (PAST) and Projection App
roximation Subspace Tracking with 
deflation (PASTd)

In the following, two subspace tracking algorithms are 

discussed. They are based on the minimum property of the 

니^constrained cost function,

7( ik /))= 0i~ i ix( I)- M ?■)Il2 (3)
1= 1

=况c。)] 一 2况 w"( f)C(

+ 坎[泸 3) CO)爪 £)俨(

Here C( t) is the sample correlation matrix and FK f) is 

the NXr matrix. It has been proven that /(FKd) has a 

global minimum as 0O)= Vs(f)Q and no other local min

ima [2,4]. Vs(f) is the matrix containing the r signal eigen

vectors of C(t) and Q is an arbitrary unitary matix.

The above results states that one can seek the signal 

subsapce of C(f) by minimizing X via iterative 

methods. Since there are no local minima, a global con

vergence is guaranteed. B. Yang is interested in adaptive 

algorithms which compute PRf) from 0。一 1) and the new 

sensor output vector X(f) recursively. For this purpose, 

泸(f)X(£)in eqn.3 is approximated as the unknown 

projection of X(f) onto the columns of 叩)by the 

expresion =泸(/— 1)x(i) which can be calulated for

1 < z < at the time instant t. This results in a modified co이 

function,

，(称。))= 丸8'T||X(Z)一 冰为，(이 |2, (4)
z= 1

which is now quadratic in the elements of

Note that the above projection approximation changes 

the error performance surface of /(怀3)). For stationary 

or slowly varying signals, however, the difference between 

W(切Q) and 矿(/—1)先(z) is small, in particular when 

i is close to t. This diflemce may be larger in the distance 

pa아 with t. But the contribution of the past data to the 

cost function is decreasing fbr growing t. Therefore it is 

expected /(VKd) to be a good approximation for /(Z)) 

and the matrix WM) minimizing /'(I从伊 to be a good 
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estimate for the signal subspace of C(t).

This projection approximation is the key issue of PAST 

and PASTd for subspace tracking. Its main advantage is 

the exponentially weighted least squares criterion ,eqn,4 

which is well studied in adaptive filtering. /'(W(f)) is 

minimized if

^t)= cxyc~Xt),

g)= !x( i)yH( = 0Cxy( t-l) + x( f)yH( t), (5)

Cyy(.t) = £ 旷 M t)yH( i) = ^Cyy( t~ 1)+^( t)政 £).
l~ 1

A recursive computation of the TV x matrix Cxy( t) and 

the r x /■ matrix t) requires O(Nr) and 0(F) operations. 

The computation of PK t) from Cxy( t) and C^f) demands 

additional O(M)+O(”)operations. A more efficient and 

numerically more robust way is to apply the matrix 
inversion lemma to compute the inverse of C刀(£)recur

sively.

Table 1 summarizes the resulting algorithm. B. Yang 

called it projection approximation subspace tracking(PAST). 

The operator Tri{ } indicates that only the upper (or lower) 

triangular part of P(f)= 时 is calculated and its 

Hermitian transposed vesion is copied to the another lower 

(or upper) triangular part. The PAST algorithm requires 

only 3Nr누。(F) operations every update.

In the above table, the columns of t) are not perfectly 

orthonormal because it minimizes the modified cost 

function /'(0(f)) instead of the original one /(协(分).

In the following, a second subspace tracking algorithm 

is introduced in the same approach. It is based on the 

deflation technique and is referred to as the PASTd 

algorithm. The basic idea of deflation is the sequential 

estimation. First the most dominant eigenvector is updated 

by applying the PAST algorithm with i=l. Then the 

projection of the current data vector x(f) onto this eigen

vector is removed from x(/) itself. Because the second 

dominant eigenvector becomes the most dominant one in 

the updated data, it can be extracted in the same way as 

before. Applying this procedure repeatedly, all desired 

eigenvectors are estimated sequentially.

Table 2 summarizes the PASTd algorithm. Actually, the 

main body within the second For loop corresponds to the

Table 1. Summary of PAST.

Choose P(0) and W(0) suitably

For t=l,2,…Do

1)x(/) (Tl.l)

1),3) (T1.2)

g(t) = h(分/[3+ 3戶(t)h( t)] (T1.3)

PQ)=% Tri{RD -g(冲(f)} (T1.4)

(T1.5)

0。）=巧。一1） +急）妒幻） (T1.6)

END

Table 2. Summary of PASTd.

Choose 尢(0) and 04(0) suitably

For Z=l,2,■•- Do

为 i(£)= x(/) (T2.1)

For Z=l,…/ Do

北(分=l)xi(f) (T2.2)

爲(i) = &，(£—1)+ 1 北3)卩 (T2.3)

t) = xM + 納(t- 1)北(t) (T2.4)

w（分=外。一1） + Mf） /［（£） (T2.5)

豹+1 (£)=豹(£) + Wi (t) t) (T2.6)

END

END

PAST algorithm in the one-vector case r=l. The quantity 

Aj(t) palys the same role as the r xr matrix Cyy(t) = P-1 (t) 

in Table 6 and the gain vector g(/) becomes a scalar gain 

月(分/兀。)in deflation case. The last equation in Table 

1 describes the deflation step. It subtracts the component 

of along the direction of the i-th eigenvector 必(£) 

from xXd- The PASTd algorithm requires 4Nr+O(r) oper

ations per update.
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IV. Variate Forgetting Factor PASTd 
Algorithm

The PASTd algorithm handles the nonstationarity with 

a forgetting factor, B . Practical DOA's estimation situation 

is apt to be stationary / nonstationary mixed or 니npredictable 

nonstationary environments so that the single fixed 

forgetting factor cannot handle such various cases 

effectively. To cope with the nonstationary DOA's 

environments, this paper introduces the variable forgetting 

foctor to the PASTd algorithm. The variable forgetting 

factor properly adjusts itself to the nonstationarity of DOA. 

The variable forgetting factor is determined as the 

minimizing arguments of cost function, which is modified 

from eqn.4, eqn.T24 and eqn.T2.3.

Ji=~k立冰久腥附叩，)， (6)
乙)=1

. J fISM—1, 

\ 1,日

们德小=1,仞,(％—1,爲)=R(册 and 昂J) 

=Xi(j) - (»>：■(;). The steepest descent method can be

applied to minimize eqn.6 and the variable forgetting factor 

migrates as follows [5].

1 3E
亏 a—詰 ⑺

1 aE
or = 80 - 方 a飞言 from definition

in eqn. 6. (8)

&(£+1) = 8心)-Q庇隹？(膈,(£)]， (9)

，3 (f\where &•= 建。)弓(f), s(f)= 嘉. and 〃 is acontr이 

factor. Since eqn.9 contains the sample derivative, £)%( d 

,which is noise sensitive, it should be replaced by the 

smoothed version as eqn. 10 [6].

Ji=丈:(OiUJ) £ X/)- (1。)

；=i

With the smoothed sample derivative, the eqn.9 becomes 

eqn.ll,

&(£+ 1) = BR f) - (分] (11)

and the smoothed sample derivative L can be expressed 

recursively.

了= 了+职(f)J(、f) (12)

or /(£) = 6,3 切5T)+ 리 £) £ Xt) from definition of 

- (13)

Table 3. Summary of VFF-PASTd.

Choose 爲(0) and 匝(0) suitably

X(J) = X(f) (T3.1)

For Do

赤/)= W^(t— l)Xi(f) (T3.2)

兀3 = 6心)，如一1)+3,312 (T3.3)

京£)= X,O—囹。一1)力。) (T3.4)

£ 2)= — 中心一1) W^t-DX^t)

—t— 1) l)Xj(f) (T3.5)

了心) = 但(同나-D+ E *、"(、£) (T3.6)

0i( f +1) = £)- aRe[万(t) ] (T3.7)

y Xt) = W ?(t- l)Xj(t) (T3.8)

S；( £) = dj( t— 1) — £) S< t— 1)

+ 2 此[勿竹 t- l)X,(t) X 孕 3)网(—1) ] (T3.9) 

車问=中心一1) + e妁)[> ；(£)/爲(t)]

+ e,(t)[ y ；*(枫(£)一 y W)S,。)]/ d 紀)(T3.10) 

w；(d = t— 1) + e(£)匕(T3.11) 

X,+ «) = X'(t)-%(%，,(t) (T3.⑵

END

where 3=零"\)= 으聳技 and
o Pj u /j ：
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The e ‘•(£) can also be expressed recursively as eqn.14.

e " = - 히%;]) 时。- DX,( t)
OPi

一 应 3一 1)지'钦F X冏 (14)
OPi

For the partial derivative ofa)^t— 1), three recursive
. # dWi(t-i) dyi(t) . a 入冏

equations for ------奇----,—牝一 and —苍—arc
a 泓 Pi a Bi

derived additionally from eqn.T2.5, eqn.T2.2 and eqn.T2.3

respectively.

자g _ gD , y-(t)
dfii ~ 旳 十e，侦人,.3)

+ e ,■(0 '第")，如) 一 :y ；(分 짜;" ]/(人心))% (15)

如")_ "的一1),,
— dffi (16)

汎3 1（ t I膳八初侦1）
F厂=购-1）+ 昧 £）一3^—

+ 히您 F X心） X 孕 （分 网。一 1）

+ X 沁 자籍；. （17）
OPi

With eqn.15~eqn.17, we modify the PASTd to effect

ively track the time-varying DOA's. Table 3 gives a summ

ary of the proposed algorithm.

V. Simulation Results

In this section, the performance of PASTd and VFF- 

PASTd are demonstrated. All algorithms find the DOA 

estimates using the ESPRIT algorithm. Although other 

approaches for finding DOA may be considered, the 

ESPRIT approach has an advantage that the columns of 

in eqn. 3 are not required to be orthogonal.

For the performance demonstration, two different simu

lations are performed. The first simulation tests the effect 

of a factor in eqn.7 on the variation speed of 炕(£)and 

the other shows the tracking capability.

Simulation 1. Selection of a in VFF-PASTd : The factor 

of a is necessary to recursively calculate the variable

（3）Q 더

-25 r...... ......... ,---- ;---- ,...... :---- ----- ,

-30 n----- i-----：---- -i---------  ---- ---- :

-35....... ....... ；.............. -.......:..... :........ ；

-40......   -------................. -

-451----- '----- :----- :---- :——  -----■----- ;---- ;
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

(b) ^=0.1

(c) ^=0.01

Fig. 1. a factor effect test for tracking performance of the 
proposed algorithm.

forgetting factor. To select the proper we perform test 

trials for 3 different values. Fig.l (a), (b) and (c) show the 

results for the a's of 1, 0.1 and 0.01 respectively. In each 

test, 50 independent trials have been performed. The results 

show that the factor of a does not make great difference 

in quick responses although the larger a makes the faster 

response. In the following experiment,。of 1 has been 

used.

Simulation 2. Sensor Array DOA Tracking : In this scen-
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(b) PASTd with the forgetting factor of 0.97 (-*-), 
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(c) Variance of the estimated DOA's (PASTd with the 
forgetting factor 아 0.97 (-*-),
PASTd with the forgetting factor 아 0.8 (solid line) 
and the proposed algorithm (-0-)) (d) Variable forgetting factor track.

Fig. 2. Tracking performance comparison.

ario, two planar wavefronts arrive at the array. The emitter 

signals are zero-mean white and Gaussian. A 니nifbrm 

linear array of 8 elements is studied. The signals have 

individual SNR's of 20 dB.

For comparison, the PASTd algorithm has been also 

simulated with different forgetting factors of 0.97 and 0.8. 

The proposed algorithm and the PASTd algorithm have 

been simulated in 50 independent trials. For the initial 

value,兀(0) sets to 1 and 04(0) sets to {0...0,1,0…0} in 

which the z-th element is T and the others are set to 'O'.

Fig.2 (a) displays the DOA change scenario. Fig.2 (b) 

shows the mean value of DOA's estimated by the proposed 

algorithm and PATSd algorithm respectively. Fig.2 (c) 

demonstrates the variance of the estimated DOA's and Fig. 

2(d) displays the mean of variable forgetting factor in 50 

independent trials.

In Fig.2 (b), the PASTd with small forgetting factor 

converges faster than that with large one. In Fig.2(c), 

however, the PASTd with large forgetting factor has the 

lower estimation variance than that with small one. The 

proposed algorithm shows that the convergence is 

compatible to the PASTd with smaller forgetting factor and 

that the variance is almost the same as that of the PASTd 

with large forgetting factor.
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VI. Conclusion

In this paper, a subspace tracking algorithm was 

proposed. The presented algorithm was able to track time 

varying subspaces without a priori knowledge of the 

forgetting factor. To track subspace effectively, we intro

duced a variable forgetting factor to the PASTd algorithm. 

To illustrate the tracking capability, we compared the 

proposed algorithm and the PASTd in scenarios with 

abruptly time-varying DOA targets. In the comparison, the 

proposed algorithm showed the improved subspace 

tracking capability and revealed the compatible or better 

estimation performance without a priori knowledge of 

forgetting factor.

The improved subspace tracking capability can be 

applied to many different kinds of areas with time-varying 

subspace such as target tracking and underwater 

communication.
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